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MEASURING PION BETA DECAY WITH
HIGH-ENERGY PION BEAMS

W. IL McFarlane
Superconducting Super Collider and Temple University

C. M. Hoffman
Los Alamoa National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

Improvedmeasurements of the pion beta decaymtc are possiblewith an intense high-

energy pion beam. The rate for the decay z+ + Z“e+ v, is predicted by the Standard Model (SM)
to bc R(%+ + z“e+ v, ) = 0.3999 * 0.(M305s-l. l%ebestexperimental number, obtained using in-
flight decays, is R(n+ + X“e+v, ) = 0.394 * 0.015 S-l. A precise measurement would test the

SMby testing the unirarity of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawamatrix,forwhichoneanalysisof
the nuclear beta decay data has shown a 0.4% discrepancy. Several nuclear correction factors,
needed for nuclcnr decay, arc not prescmtfor pion beta decay, so that an experiment at the 0.2%

level would be a signifkam one. Detailed study of possible designs will be needed, as well as

extensive testingof componems. The reduction of systematicurora to the 0.1% level can only be

done over a period of yearswith ● highly stable qwratus and beam. At a minimum, three years
of otxupancy of a bun line,with800hourspa year,would be required.

I. INTRODUCTION

The proposal to build a “pion accelerator,” PILAC, at LAMPF led to discussions of making
an improved measurement of the pion beta decay rate. The clean beam-well-defined phase
space and low contamination in comparison with previous beam-cm greatly reduce systematic
unceftaint.ies, and the intensity can provide the large number of events necessary, TMs note
discusses the goal fo~ a new experiment. and whether it can be reached with a realizable
apparatus,

The rate for the decay m++ %“e’v, was prcdictcd fmm the rate for superallowcd Fermi
nuclear beta decays in 1958, using the conserved vector cumcnt hypothesis (CVC),1 Since that
time, the development of the Standati Model (SM) has incnporatcd CVC and enabled detailed
calculatiorw of radiative comctions.2 Decades of cxpcrimcntal and theoretical effort have
resuhcd in refined measurements and detailed corrections so that the prediction is now onc of the
most precise in particle physics,

Within the SM, MCrate is given by

R.*:[l-*~A’F(.$.)(l+a)*



where GAis the weak interaction coupling constant for muon decay, Vti is the first element of
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa(CKM) matrix, A is the z+ -%0 mass difference, m+ is the
mass of the S+, F(s,A) is a phase space functionnear unity with e =m, /A, and 6 is a radiative
correction. To calculate the rate we use the most recent values from the 1990 PDG report,4with
the exception that we use the unitsrity of the (XM matrix to give a value of IVJ2. Details of the
calculation are given in Section VI. We find

/?(%+ + Z%+ V,)= O.3999*0.0005 s-’

(giving a branching fraction of fl(z+ + %“e+v,)-1.04 x 104). The intent of this calculation is
not so much to make a definitive prediction of the rate as to illustrate that straightforward
application of the thcay and data existing at a particular time gives an extremely precise result,
New developments in both areas will change the prediction in detail but will not change the fact
that a very precise measurement will be a test of fundamental assumptions and a spur to
theoretical calculations: the uncatainty in this O.1% prediction owes as much, if not more, to
theoretical uncertainties as to experimental ones. It is worth noting, however, that the prediction
has changed by 1,2% in the last few years due to a new measurement of the n+ -no mass
diffemncc, which changed A by tie standard deviations.s

The best experimental number, from a Los Alamos experiment (Exp. 32) using in-flight
decays, is6

R(X’ + #e+v,)=o.394*o,015 s-’ .

It is obviously important to improve the experimental measurement to filly test the precise
prediction. Indeed them are tentative plains for a new experiment with a goal of 0,5%, using
stoppingpions at PSI.7

Quite apart from the challenge to cxpcrimentalists of a precise theoretical ptiiction, there
is a new motivation that has arisen: the question of the unitarity of the CKM matrix, which
describes the electroweak i~’teractions, Recent analysa of nuclear beta decay data have found a
difference from unitarity, for the CKM matrix: e.g., Ref. 9 finds

V2=Ivdf +Iv”lz +lv412 =0.9960*0.0013 $h

The value for IV41 is from nuclear beta decay, the value for IVMIis from kaon and hyperon
decays and that for lVtil from B meson decays. This thtee-standatd-deviation discrepancy has
pmmptcd scnttiny of the derivation of each element of the CKM matrix, (A useful summa~ on
this topic is given in Ref. 10,) The tcnn of direct intcmst to us is ~Vdl, thee it can be dctennincd
from R(%++ t$’c+v,),

Before embarking on an cxpcrimcntal program, it is necessary to look at other ways in
which W same information may be obtahwl, ‘lIis includes nuclear beta decay, neutron decay
and the usc of pion decays at rwt. These are discwwcdin the following paragraphs,



The coupling constant for superallowed Fermi nuclear beta decays, Gw, is also Gplvdl in
the SM. It is related to the Ft value by Gw = K3ln2/(mfFt). Ft for a given decay is obtained
from the raw value X by the mmula

where C(E) is a nuclear shape correction factor, & a radiative correction of @a), 62 one of
0(Za2), & one of 0(Z2tx3),8 a/zC ~~ a nuclear structure conwtion, 66 the isospin-breaking
correction, and 6, a combimtion of small comctions which vary little with Z (see, e.g., Ref. 9).
The raw ft values am strongly Z-dependent, and some of the corrections have a Z dependence
other than the explicit one.

Recently, Hardy et al.11 have reanalyzed the nuclear beta decay data, using up-to-date
values for atomic masses, transition energies, and calibration energies. This results in a consistent
set of Ft values for the eight decays treated, which in turn gives V: =0,9970tO.0021, This
new analysis removes the difficulty present with previous analySeS9S12 that the Ft values
depended on Z, which would be a violation of CVC. We should note here that there am two
calculations of i$., which differ on average by O.16%; Ref. 11 averages the two. A previous
approachto the dependence on Z was to parameterizc it and extrapolate to Z = O. This was done
for a linear dependencelz and for a quadratic dependence.13 The results are, respectively,
V* = O 9995* 0.0009 and V:= 0,9989 k0.0012. (Reference 14 has argued that isospin-
b&king effects are much larger than previously considered. However, Ref. 15 has contradicted
this thesis,)

Despite the new consistency among the Ft values, it is natural to be concerned that
systematiceffects remain in the theory (there is catainly one in the absolute values of 6J and the
experimental data. To detect such systematic effects, it is necessary to perform new experiments
or experiments of a completely different type, that have different theoretical cormtions. Since
some of the contctions in nuclear beta decay am explicitly Z-dependent, low-Z nuclei are
particularly interesting; an effotl to measure the mte for 10Cis under way,

Neuttxmdecay is a low-Z decay, which requires a measurement of lg4/gvl to extract Ft
The most recent neutron lifetime ~xperiment~scombined with the best measurement of lg~/gvl
(Ref. 17) gives a value of Ft thatis about 0,9% different from the nuclear value,lB with about
O.’)%uncertainty, mostly fmm lgA/gvl.

In the case of pion beta decay, there am fewer confections,and no comections that depend
on Z, since the Z of the daughter (%0) is zero, Them are some theoretical uncertainties(e.g., n-
q mixing) but n precise measurement would spur study of such problems.

How good an experiment has to be done? The calculation of lVdl~ could have systematic
effects of the order of 0,5% from nuclear beta decay. This then is the Ievcl at which discrimi.
nation is needed: to make an independent meawmmcnt of Vd useful for testing the urutarity of
the KM matrix,or to detect a discrepancy of (),5%,wc need a 0,2% (or better!) cxperirncnt.



To exploit high-energy pion beams to make a measurement of the pion beta decay rate, an
in-flight-decay experiment is most appropriate. ~e pion decay length is CZP= 1.2x10* m.
Thus, at the momentum (1050 MeV /c-the peak intensity of PXLAC),the probability of decay
is 1.1x10- m-l so that an intense beam, long decay region, and good acceptance are required for
a high-statistics experiment. Recent improvements in detector technology give promise of being
able to handle the high rates involved while controlling systematic emm, as described below.

Note that a decay-in-flight experiment measums the decay rate directly, with the pion
lifetime entering only indirectly. In this there is a small advantage over decay-at-rest
experiments, in which the lifetime (cunently measured to 0.1%) enters directly. As for other data
that are used to calculate the rate, it would be usefid to confhrn the new measurements of the
mass difference, since it is he standati deviations different fmm the previous value.

n. PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

To best understand the relative importance of the various factors in designing dn
experiment, we turn to previous experience with an in-flight decay expdment, LAMPF Exp. 32
(Ref. 6). A sketch of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Pions that betadecay in flight pr.duce a
daughter %0in the fomard direction with neariy the same beam energy. The X*decays into two
photons. These photons were converted into e“ - e- pairs by three layers of lead giass converters
and their energies were measured by total-absorption lead-glass blocks. Scintillation counters
behind each converter layer provided the trigger and determination of the position of the
conversion. A veto munter in front of each lead-glass array reduced charged-particle triggers,
The trigger and event selmion was based only on the two photons. In 10% of the cases, the
electron was detected; these events were used only as a check of systematic effects. Three cuts
were applied in the analysis: a cut requiring time coincidence of the two photons, a cuton the
correlation between energies and positions of convemion, and a cut on coplanarity of the photon
conversion points and the beam. The signal region was defined as the range of total energy (the
sum of the enel~es of the two photons) fmm 420 to 800 MeV. F@re 2 shows the spectrum of
the total energy for events passing alt cuts (except on total energy); it is remarkably clean, with
only 1%background in the signal region.

The pion betadecay rate, R, is given by

where No is the number of “signal” events, IVKis the number of beam pions entering the
apparatus, P2 is the joint photon convmsioncfficicncy, (~~)-’ is the proper time of the pion per
unit flight path, V(z) is the geometricefficiency of detection as a functionof position z along the
beam, and the factom F, am comctions, The combination @)-l ~ q(z]& = T= is the cffcctivc
proper time spent by a ham pion in the decay region and {s determined by a Monte Carlo
calculation, For Exp, 32, thc,scquantities arc given in Table 1,which is adapted from Tahlc IX of
Ref. 6, where mom detail can be found. ‘Ilwnumber of signal cvcnLsis found from
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the sum of energy events, from Exp. 32.

Table L Factors entering into decay-ratecalculation, horn LAMPF Exp. 32.

symbol Description Value Uncertainty

Number of events
Random background
Correction for cuts
Weights
Adjustment for x + evy
Number of good events
Numberof beam pions
Conversionefficiency
Time in decay region (s)
Dalitz, early convemions
Trigger efficiency
SoftwareefTmiency
Event-selectioneffickmcy
Rate for Z++ x“e+ v, (s-’)

1259
16.4

1044
0,952

0.9907
1223,9 k 36,2
2.144 x 10’4

0.5151
3.534 X1O-”

0,9430
0.8917
0,958:
0,988C
0,394

2.8%a
o.2%b
o.33%b
o.38%b
o,54%b
3,0%’
1,O%b
1,2W
o.88%b
o.5%b
o.9%b
(!.s%b
o,7%b
3.8%

‘ Error is primarily statistical,

b Error is primarily systcmati;,



N9=(N-NJC.W-N,V,

where N is the number of events passing all cuts (including lhat on total measumd energy), N~
is the fitted random background, C is the correction for the enetgy cut, W is the weight for
detection efficiency by class of even~ and N,w is the adjustment for the background from
Z+evy.

It should be no,ed that the fit in Fig. 2 is a two-parameter fit.The background spectrum
and the expected spectrum from pion betadecay events wem found fkomcalibration data, and the
only free parameters were the total amplitudes of each specuum.

As can be seen, the dominant uncertainty is statistical, depending on the number of events.
The background correction is small, and systematic dominate. in the detailed analy~is,over 100
measured and calculated quantities were used, contributing uncertainties ranging from 0.01% to
1%. In the following section, we discuss the sources of the major uncertainties in the amtext of a
new expximent at higher energies.

m. AN EXPERIMENT AT HIG~.R ENERGIES

The geometry of an in-flight experiment is influenced strongly by the fact that the
momentumof the daughter no in the center of mass is very low. The no has essentially the same
momentum in the laboratory as the original Z+. lltus, the problem is to detect the two photons
from the decay of the Z“ with good efficiency. We consider a detector patterned after the
previous one @lg. 1). A cylindrical detector surroundingthe decay volume has some advantages,
but requks a larger detector area.

The choice of operating energy is governed by the desire to msoive pion beta decay fmm
background. Since the decay is detected by the presence of two photons with a total energy
approximately equal to the beam energy, energy molution is important. Resolution of photon
detectors impmves with energy, so the highest energy compatible with good intensity is chosen:
1050MeV /c at PILAC, for example.

Note that we do not attempt to detect the decay electron for the rate measurement-this
would reduce the acceptance by a substantial factor, though it would improve the discrimination
against background. It would also increase the systematicerrors, since some of the electrons have
very low kinetic energies, It should be noted that the calculated rate includes the radiative decays
n+ + X“e+v,y, which am automatically included in our method but would imply a systematic
correction if the electron were measumd. However, detecting the electron would be helpful in
calibration and analysis of apparatus performance.

We chose a length of about 10 m for the decay volume, which is compatible with the decay
length in the lab and the scale of a reasonabk apparatus. The sensitivityof the apparatus incm..cs
approximately Iincarly with this length, so a longer decay volume (and larger detector) would
give even more sensitivity,
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To incmse acceptance, the photon detector should be annular,mher than consisting of two
rectangles. One restriction orIthe detector is that it must be entirely outside the “muoncone,” the
volume in which muons fmm upstream Z++ p+ v~ decay am found. The !rtglesrate inside this
cone is prohibitive. This gives an inner dimension for the annulus of 0.4 J J. Another tesnktion
is that the apparatus must not detect both photons fi’om z“’s produced by charge exchange in the
collimator, This implies an outside dimension of 1.3 m. Whh these dimensions, the acceptance
of the detector for Z++ m“e+v, is about 15%.

The detector has tie advantage that it is continuous in azimuthal angle so that the
acceptance can be mom confidently calculated. By using scintillating fiberslg or straws, it is
possible to measure position precisely and distinguish incident charged particles from neutral
ones. New technology makes it easy to increase the thickness of the converter, and hence the
photon detection efficiency, without losing position resolution or energy resolution. To be more
specific, we might use up to four converter sheets, using a lead-scintillating-fiber combination.
Position of conversion might be determined by straw tubes or sci-fi layers. For the total-
absorption energy measurement either lead-sci-fi or BaF2 might be used. The veto/electron
detection system might be several sci-fi or straw layers. Figure 3 shows a schematic view of the
letection apparatus at higher energies.

Photon Converter

Ve

,>.........-....., .....,.,,.,,.............
●m:-:---------- ._._.-.}.-.-.-.}.&.~-o p cone

e

Fig. 3. Sketch of proposed apparatus for a pion beta-decay experiment with a high-energy pion
beam.

We compare the parameters of the proposed apparatus at PILAC with that of experiment
Exp, 32 (Ref. 6) in Table 11. As can be seen, the statistics arc adequate. We discuss the factors of
Table I and their uncertainties in the new design in the following sections,



Table IL Comparisonof proposedapparatuswith LAMPF Exp. 32.

Parameter Exp. 32 Proposed Factor

Beam momentum (MeV/c)
Decay length (m)
Halfdetector area (mz)
Fraction of detected elect.mns
Acceptance
Effective proper time (s)
Beam intensity (%+s”’)
Joint conversion efficiency
Running time (h)
Number of events

522
1.82
0.24
0.1
4%

3.5 XI0-”
2xlo8
0.52
300
1259

1050

10
2.3
0.3
15%

64.3x lo-1’
10X108

0.72
2400

1.2X106

—

5.5
9.6
3.3
3.8
18
5

1.4
8

1008

A. Signal and Backgrounds

To achieve statistical significance at the O.1-0.2% level, about lCFevents am needed. The
parameters of Table II show that this is possible, given sufficient running time.

The trigger rate for Exp. 32 was about 0.5 Hz, consistent with ratxlom coincidences of
single photons from upstream pion interactions at a probability of 5x It + per incident pion.
Scaling to the new experiment by detector solid angle and beam intensity gives a trigger rate of
about 100 Hz, well within data-acquisition capabdity. Singles rates in scintillators in Exp. 32
wem as high as 1 MHz in some am.nters; increased segmentation should reduce occupancy in a
new design. Cleaner beams and better collimation should reduce the random background (Nh)
by a large factor. This is impcmarttto keep the background subtraction small.

Practical photon detectors have an asymmetric pulse-height mponse, with a long tail
extending to low pulse heights; this gives rise to the factor C. In Exp. 32 this was measured by
charge exchange on polyethylene, carbon, and hydrogen. With much greater statistics in the
calibration, higher photon energy, and the use of detailed simulation, it seems reasonable to
improve the uncertainty on tnis factor by three, to 0.1%.

The factor W of Table I results fmm the character of the detector of Exp. 32. The solid
angle was defined by the edges of scintillation counters up to 15 cm wide. Whh an ~imuthally
continuous detector, which can measure the position of each convemion to 1 mm, this factor will
be eliminated.

Backgrwnd from z+ evy will be reduced by a more efficient veto, which is also position
sensitive, e.g., several layers of straws. The major uncenainty in the quantity N,w comes from
uncertainty in the veto inefficiency; this can surely be reduced. The process P + evvy will be
negligible as a source of background, as will charge-exchange interactions with gas In the decay
region,



B. Beam Monitoring

In Exp. 32, the beam was monitored by three ionization chambers and by counter
telescopes that detected muons from x+ + p+ VP. It appeared that the muon telescopes were
stable to the 0.2% level, while the ion chambers dtifted in calibration by up to 1%. This, and the
difficulty of extrapolating from low beam intensities where the beam could be directly counte~
resulted in the (systematic) uncertaintyon N=. However, in Exp. 32 the devices were ctilbrated
only once. It -s mtsomble that frequent calibrations and better telescopes can monitor the
pion beam at the 0.1% level.

A major problem in Exp. 32 was ccntaminatiort of the pion beam with protons (1.5%),
electrons (0.5%) and muons (0.5 *O. l%). PILAC will remove prmcxtsand electrons, leaving the
muons. for which it should be possible to make an impmved estimate. An experiment based at a
higher energy proton facility could utilize incident Z-, thus eliminating the problem of proton
contamination.

c. Conversion Efffaency and Acceptance

The uncertainty on P2 was largely due to the statistics of the calibration rims. To reduce
this unwtainty, much longer and mom fkquent tuna are required, as is detailed understandingof
the detector. Reduced detector inefficiency will automatically nxluce the uncertainty, so it is
important to cmst.ruct a high-efficiencydetector.

Tk aweptau is given by the effective proper time in the decay regiom Tx. Ilk is found
by a Monte Carlo calculation using measured beam and apparatus parameters. Long and detailed
calibration runs, in comb-on with methods of simulation that have recently matured (EGS4,
GEANT)can su~ly improve greatly over our previous techniques.

D. Correction Factors

The Dalitz decay and early conversion cornxtions (F’l) depend on a knowledge of the veto
efficiency; as noted, this can be greatly improved.

The unomainty of the trigger efficiency (Fz) in Exp. 32 was mainly due to the part of the
trigger that was sensitive to the pulse-height fmm the photon detectcm Modem electronic:,
should be able to do better.

A main contribution to the uncertainty in the software efficiency (F3) came from early
TDC stops in the highaxupancy scintillators; a more-segmented detector and multi-hit Tf)Ct
.hotdd reduce this. At the O.1% level, a good knowledge of the software efficiency also depends
on very careful control of the data-taking and data-analysis conditions and frequent calibration
rum.

The event selection (F4) on energy-positioncorrelation and coplanarity (see Section 11)can
have a Educed uncertainty with additional calibmtion, good energy and position resolution and a
well-definedbeam.



IV. CONCLUSION

It may be possible to do an experiment at the level desired. Detailed study of possible
specific designs will be needed, as well as extensive testing of components. It shot.dd be
emphasizedthat a reduction of systetnatic errors to the 0.1% level can only be done over a period
of years with a bigldy stable apparams and beam. At a minimum, th.meyears of occupancy of a
beam line, with MMhours per year, wouldbe required.
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VL APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF RATE

in this section we give a sample calculation of the rate, R, for Z++ #e+ v, decay.
Following Sirl.in2and IW@m we write (using appropriate units)

[1~G;lV~~ , A 3-—
= 30Z3h 2m+

A5F(e,A)(li- 6) ,

where GP is the weak interaction coupling cmstant for muon decay, Vti is the first element of
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa(CKM) matrix, A is the x+ -%0 mass diffemice, m+ is the
nn.ssofthe z+, f’(e,A) is a phase space function near unity with E= m,/A, 6 is a radiative
correction and

To calculate the rate, we generally use values from the 1990 PDG report,4 wifh some
exceptions as noted. We use tlw unitarity of the CKM matrix within “k minimal SM to give a

Ir!value of lVd12: VA =1-lV@12 -lV4~. We use GA=1.16639(1)x10-11 MeV-2,22 IVWI=

0,2205(18) and V4 V41= 0.09(4), ]Val= 0.044(9) [yielding [V~~ = 0.9514(8)], h=
6.5821220(20)x 10-Z MeVs, A =4.59364(48) MeV/c*,5 m+= 139.5675(4) MeV/c2, and
m, =0.51099%)6[15) MeV/c2 .

For the radiative comection,we follow Mamiano:s

a(mP)- E )+ A,] .~(mp, mz
{

1+(5= 1+;[l-’’’hJ4+2”l+y[g(m 1 )



wherea is the fine structu.mconstanL (ln(mp/mA)+2C) is an axial-vector contribution, mP is
the pnxon mass, mAis a cutoff usually taka to be of tk ofder of the ~ mass, C is a conwtion
for the remaining effects, a(m,) is the fro-structure COwt evaluated at m,, ~(l?.) is the
“Sid.iniirwt.ion,”zl E-is the maximumdemon energy, As is a strong interaction confection, and

S(~p ,%) is a Q~ shortdi~w enhancement factor dqmdcnt on a(m)evaluated at the
masses of all elementary fermions with mass m < mz.

We use a-l= 137.0359895(61), m~ = 1.2 *0.4 GeV/c2, C= O, tx-l mP = 133.150,()
~(E-) = 9.0371,23 At =4.34,2 and we calculate S= 1.02246(8) (for the fennion masses we
use& m, =0.511 MeV/c2, mi = 9.9@l) MeV/c*, mu =5.6(1.1) MeV/c*, m. =105.658
MeV/c*, m,= 0.199(33) GeV/c2, mC= 1.35(5) GeV/c2, m,= 1.784 GeV/c2, m,= 5.0(5)
GeV/c2, m,= 140.(50.) GeV/c2, n%= 80.6(4) GeV/c2, and .mz= 91.161(31] GeV/c2 ).
TIwse values give 1+6=1.0329(5).

Taking all the above uncertainties to be standard deviations of ncmnal distributions, we
calculate

R(z+ + xOe+v,)=0.3999 A0.tXX15s-l

The factors contributing the largest uncertainties are: IV-I (0.00032), A (0.00021), and ~
(0.00019). In 6, the factor contributing most to the overall uncertainty of 0.(M05is the choice of
m~ (oaoo44).
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